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Molinar, Tess

From: rona5223@sbcglobal.net
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:58 AM
To: Molinar, Tess
Subject: Affordable housing Zone for church’s 

CAUTION: This email was delivered from the Internet. Do not click links or open attachments unless you know the 
content is safe. 
------------------------ 
 
 
Morning I’ve lived in Pasadena for forty plus years. I served this city well for twenty nine half years. Working @ 
Huntington Mémorial Hospital in labor & deliver & in the main O R as a certified surgical Technician.   Due to health 
problems open heart surgery.  I began to look for affordable housing ( low to very low ) in the year 2002 & now where in 
2020.     I’ve applied for ever low to very low housing  Appartments in the city of Pasadana.   My name are on the list of 5 
- 6 Apartments.  Yet I have not been called to move ,  the frustration& anguish I’m experiencing is overwhelming.   I 
hope you will see the problem for myself & hundreds of residents in the city of Pasadana.  For me , medical  insurance 
wiped out my retirement fund. I paid $528 for Cobra health  insurance plus$138 which was required my the government 
per month for Medicare for three years.  With the inflation of our economy my retire was depleted.    A great deal of 
people are in a financial nightmare. I was told by a agency, that women in the age of 50 plus & older are a great risk of 
homeless.   I would like you to also consider; if a resident is living in affordable housing & there income changes.  Adjust 
the tenant rent ; so there income will reflect what they can pay.  So they have stable housing reduce homeless.  This is 
my situation, I live in appartement with low to moderate income when I was working I could afford it.   The complex I 
live in, they  have other apartments for low to very low I’m on the list ; but can‘t transfer until my name comes up. So 
very devastating.   I hope you will realize hard working citizens who have Contribute  to thIs city & lived in this for years 
or a Life Time deserve to continue to live in Pasadena.  We are decent humans beings  who are in need of affordable 
housing is not a disease to have less  then others.   I hope you will allow the church’s build housing on there property ; 
for a percentage of affordable housing for your citizen of Pasadana .  I also hope & pray that the City will change the 
outlook & plan for the city .  providing  more housing for low to very housing or moderate to low housing for Pasadana 
residents.   I pray & plead to your humility .  Wealth is good but @ what cost.   Quote what good is a man if he gains the 
whole world & losses his Soul. 
Please search your heart & soul & make this happen. 
Please change the zoning to allows church’s build affordable house .  Thank you for your time. 
 
Rona Isabella Carrickett 


